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Abstract 
 

The aim of this article is to provide a study on the issue of inventory inaccuracy and to show 

the manner in which RFID technology can improve the inventory management performance. 

The objective of inventory control is to monitor the stock flow of merchandises in order to 

understand the operating profit and loss. A proper mechanism of inventory control could be 

made to help the profitability. As RFID is applied to inventory control, it can improve 

efficiency, enhance accuracy and achieve security. In this paper, we introduce the evolution of 

different mechanisms of inventory control with RFID system - counting method, collect-all 

method, and continuous monitoring method. As for improving the accuracy of inventory 

check during business hours, continuous monitoring is the solution. We introduce the 

infrastructure of the RFID inventory management system based on M2M architecture can 

make the inventory be efficiently monitored with instant warnings. 
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1. Introduction 

The inventory inaccuracy occurs when the inventory level in the information system is 

inconsistent with the actually available inventory. Although the automation is adopted to 

improve the inventory management processes, inventory information system and actual 

inventory are rarely consistent [1]. In the survey researches, Gruen et al. [2] found that 55% of 

product records were inaccurate and Raman et al. [1] found 65% inaccuracy in their study. The 

current researches address that retailer inventory records are inaccurate based on the 

difference between system inventory record and actual inventory [1][2][3]. In general, 

inventory record accuracy is a critical issue for efficient replenishment and the inventory 

inaccuracy may make the company perfoemance inefficiently [4]. The factors of the inventory 

inaccurancy can be classified into five categories: transaction errors, misplacement errors, 

damage and spoilage, theft, and supply errors [5][6][7]. Misplaced inventory have a significant 

impact on the inventory to cause profit reduced by 25% at the retailer [1]. For the US retail 

industry, internal and external theft, administrative errors and vendor cheating resulting in loss 

of USD 33 billion, about 1.8% of sales in 2001 [8]. Based on the NSRG (National 

Supermarket Research Group) survey, internal and external theft, receving errors, damage, 

accounting errors and retail pricing error are estimated at 2.3% of sales [9]. According to the 

NRSS retail industry survey [10], throughout the year of 2008, the loss of up to 36 billion 

dollars of which 80% arose from commodities theft and supplier frauds. It is known that 

inventory control is related directly to retailer’s profit. A proper mechanism of inventory 

control could be made to improve profitability of enterprise. 

The objective of inventory control is to monitor the stock flow of merchandises in order to 

understand the operating profit and loss. In traditional, it is performed by using paper and pen 

to write down the type and quantity of stock. It takes a lot of manpower and processing time, 

the accuracy is dependent on the proper execution of manual counting and logging at the 

inventory check. In the 40s’, bar-codes began to emerge [11] for inventory control with less 

manpower and processing time, and this activity makes the inventory stork information  more 

accurate. For the World-wide market, over 5 billion barcodes are scanned daily [12]. 

In recent years, a new technology for inventory control has arisen - Radio Frequency 

Identification. The RFID reader has the ability to interrogate multiple RFID tags at the same 

time without line of slight. Retail inventory labeled with RFID tags could be checked more 

efficiently [13]. As the RFID applied as an anti-theft device, this provides retailers with an 

important additional business benefit from item-level tagging [12]. Several major retailers, 

such as Wal-Mart and Target in the U.S. and Metro and TESCO in Europe, are making major 

investments in RFID technology, which is believed as the future of retail inventory control 

[14][15]. The most benefit is to improve inventory management for many potential advantages 

from implementing RFID in the supply chain [17]. In the survey research proposed by Delen et 

al. [18], the accuracy of inventory records can be improved after RFID technology is applied 

[19][20]. In the research proposed by DeHoratius et al. [21], seven determinants of inventory 

record inaccuracy are: item cost, quantity sold, sales volume, audit frequency, inventory 

density, product variety, and the distribution structure. As the result analyzed by Hardgrave et 

al. [20], there are five determinants of inventory record inaccuracy (item cost, sales velocity, 

sales volume, inventory density and product variety) can be improved by RFID tagging. 

Inventory shrinkages can be avoided by continuously monitoring using RFID technology [22]. 

The potential benefits of RFID system are enormous.  
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2. Survey of RFID-based Monitoring Mechanisms 

Besides the improvement brought by new technologies, the timing of inventory check is also 

an important consideration from the management point of view. It can be divided into three 

kinds, during business hours, before (after) business hours, and at the closure of business [21]. 

However, only the kind of inventory check during business hours can be applied to the 24 hrs 

opening retailers. The problem of inventory check during business-hours is the ongoing 

customer shopping, which can cause incorrect result. At such kind of timing, the stock not on 

the shelves might have been picked up but yet to be checked out, or probably even be stolen. 

Regarding how to improve the accuracy of inventory check during business hours, continuous 

monitoring [23] is one possible solution. The deployment of RFID system is necessary based 

on such kind of monitoring mechanism [24]. Equipped with sensible tags, assimilating and 

transmitting data contained within those readers and tags autonomously. 

RFID applications in business can be classified into two types [26]: the history-oriented 

tracking application and the real-time-oriented monitoring application. In case RFID is 

applied to monitor the stock [26][27][28], the efficiency and accuracy of checking stock 

should be improve as well as the security. It has the potential to build an efficient real-time 

monitoring system to process large volumes of RFID data and extract useful information 

[30][31]. The following will introduce and analysis the evolution of different mechanisms of 

inventory control with RFID system. 

The first approach is called counting method. The reader broadcasts the query message to the 

tags. Then the tags which match the query condition should response to the reader. After 

receiving the tags’ responses, the reader sends the counting result to the server Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Counting method 

This method is simple and efficient, but the counting result can be tampered easily. The thief 

has the opportunity to tamper the counting result before it is transferred to the server Fig. 2. 
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: The reader sends the query message to the tags. 

: The tags which match the query condition response to the reader 

(the reader counts the tags’ responses). 

: The reader sends the counting result to the server. 
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Fig. 2. The vulnerability of counting method 

The second approach is called collect-all method [25]. It requires the reader send the 

identifiable information of each tag to the server for authentication Fig. 3. The security of such 

design is equivalent to the RFID authentication mechanism [32]. However, the authentication 

requires larger amount of data transferring in between the tags, the reader, and the server. If the 

number of the monitoring products is large, each product can be monitored exactly but a lot of 

challenge-response messages makes the performance is not acceptable. The security 

mechanism should be designed carefully, otherwise the replay attack may be raised. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Collect-all method 

The third approach is to use RFID on instant monitoring of stock. For the collect-all method, 

: The reader sends the query message to the tags. 

: The tags which match the query condition response to the reader (the reader 

counts the tag’s responses). 

: The reader sends the counting result to the server. 

: The thief intercepts the counting result. 

: The thief sends the tampered counting value to the server. 
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: The reader sends the query message to the tags. 

: The tag which matches the query condition response the tag’s identification to the reader. 

: The reader sends the tag’s identification to the server. 

: The server uses the tag’s identification for authentication. 
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each tag can be monitored exactly but a lot of challenge-response messages make the 

performance not acceptable. Therefore, Tan et al. [25] proposed TRP Fig. 4 which uses hash 

function to digest the responses as a verifiable bit stream for the server. The first phase is the 

server defines a seed and transmits it to the reader. Then the seed is the challenge to be 

broadcasted to all tags, and each tag can make its hash value according to its key and the seed. 

The second phase is the reader issues a serious of queries, and is based on the tags’ responses 

to decide the bit stream. The bit stream is equivalent to the digest of all tags’ responses 

according to the server’s challenge. The digest value is verifiable by the server. 

 

 

Fig. 4. TRP method 

In TRP scheme, the authors found out the internal theft problem. For a set of products, they 

can be located in two locations and the fake proof is just the combination of two bit streams. 

As the example Fig. 5, the bit streams of two sets are 1bs  and 2bs  which can be combined as 

the original bit stream bs . Then the separate set of products may be unpacked and 

tag-removed in an occult room. Therefore, TRP will be failed to monitor the moved products. 
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: The server defines a seed and transmits it to the reader. 

: The reader sends the query message to the tags. 

: The tags which match the query condition response to the reader. 

      Based on the tags’ responses, the reader decides the digest value. 

: The reader sends the digest value to the server. 

: The server uses the digest value for authentication. 
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Fig. 5. TRP’s insurmountable problems 

For theft-prevention, the tags’ responses of the separate set should be different as challenged 

by another reader. Then the combination of two bit streams will not be a valid proof. Such a 

kind of design was also proposed by Tan et al. [25]. The refined method called UTRP 

(UnTrusted Reader Protocol) Fig. 6. The details of UTRP method are listed in the appendix. 

However, UTRP is out of performance. 

 

Fig. 6. UTRP method 
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: The reader A sends the query message to the tags and decides the bit stream bs1. 

     The reader B sends the query message to the tags and decides the bit stream bs2. 

: The thief intercepts the bit streams bs1 and bs2 and merges the two bit stream to a  new bit stream bs. 

: The thief sends the bit stream bs to the server. 
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: The server defines a degist value and a random seed sequence for the reader. 

: The reader sends the query message to the tags. 

: The tag’s serial number can be determined according to its identification. 

: For each loop, the tags which match the query condition response to the 

reader. The other tags’ serial numbers then be changed for the next loop.  

After the query loops complete, the digest value can be decided. 

: The digest value is sent to the server for authentication. 
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3. Analysis of RFID-based Monitoring Mechanisms 

Tan et al. constructed an RFID application in monitoring, the stock can be real-time monitored. 

However, there are some disadvantages in Tan’s design. We analyze and summarize the 

following criteria for a RFID monitoring mechanism system. 

3.1 Anti-loss 

In TRP and UTRP, the tolerance is defined by the parameter m  which can be adjusted by the 

administrator. However, the loss is possibly far greater than this value. Suppose there are 10 

tags to be monitored, the frame size f  is set to be 18, the maximum value of tolerable missing 

tags is set to be 2  If the tags’ serial numbers are unfortunately collided in high ratio - 1isn  

for 5 tags, 2isn  for another 5 tags. The result of the bit stream should be 

110000000000000000. However, just remaining one tag 1isn  and another tag 2isn  can 

be interrogated, the result of the bit stream still is 110000000000000000. Therefore, no 

warning message would be issued even if the actual loss could reach 80%. 

As the above mentioned, TRP and UTRP may be fail and cause a lot of loss. To avoid such 

problem, the variance between the stock and the database records should be exactly checked. 

Therefore, the tolerance can be defined and the loss can be controlled. 

3.2 Accuracy and efficiency 

For the counting method, it can work efficiently but the counting result can be tampered easily. 

For the collection of all method, each tag can be monitored exactly but a lot of 

challenge-response messages make the performance is not acceptable. In consideration of 

balancing the efficiency and the accuracy, the challenge-response messages are reduced and 

only a bit stream is necessary for the server’s authentication. However, the price for improving 

the efficiency is the raising of losses problem in TRP and UTRP. 

3.3 Tag privacy  

The tags’ identifications is not transmitted. It will be secured to against the intercept attack. 

3.4 Flexible tolerance 

In TRP and UTRP, the tolerance is defined by the parameter m  which can be adjusted by the 

administrator. All kinds of products should be setted to reasonable values to allowing the 

number of products to be picked up but not yet checked out. Such a design will be useful for 

the “vacant time” of inventory check, which is caused by the ongoing customer shopping. The 

threshold of alarm for different products can be adjusted as reference for the inventory control 

practice. 

3.5 Theft-prevention 

As TRP had been proposed, the authors found out the internal theft problem. For a set of 

products, they can be located in two locations and the fake proof is just the combination of two 

bit streams. Then the separate set of products may be unpacked and tag-removed in an occult 

room. Therefore, TRP will be failed to monitor the moved products. 

For theft-prevention, the moved tags’ responses of the separate set should be different as 

challenged by another reader. Based on this designing mechanism, the internal theft problem 

mentioned by Tan et al. will not happen. 
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3.6 Practicality and Scalability 

In TRP and UTRP, the parameter f  is adjusted for suiting any amount of the monitoring 

products. Therefore, this mechanism is scalable for inventory control. 

4. Improvement of RFID-based Monitoring Mechanism 

In this section, we redefine an RFID inventory monitoring system extended to work under 

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) architecture Fig. 7. Based on M2M architecture, the major 

challenges of M2M design are in the areas of security, privacy, reliability, robustness, latency, 

and cost-effectiveness [33]. We conduct the improvement of inventory monitoring mechanism, 

it provides the variety of devices can be connected to share information for obtaining data and 

transmit through a network to applications [34][35]. The M2M gateway is responsible for 

extracting raw data from the intelligent readers. The application at end users can analyze data 

to achieve inventory control. Moreover, the M2M application can query the sensing 

information of a certain region to the M2M gateway, the server requests the specific reader 

cover the requested region to route the request to those tags. In M2M network, readers interact 

with tags and transmit data autonomously. As the reader broadcasts the parameters defined by 

the server, each tag’s serial number can be determined. Then the reader sends out a series of 

queries, and counts the tags’ responses with the bit stream. The bit stream is transmitted to the 

M2M gateway for authentication. 

 

 

 Step 1. The M2M gateway defines the frame size of the digest value, a random seed, and the 

bit length of counter for the reader. 

 

Step 2. According to the random seed, the query seed is generated by the reader's secret key. 

Then the frame size and the query seed are broadcasted to all tags. 

 

Step 3. Each tag's serial number can be determined according to it secret key. 

 

Step 4. For each loop, the tags which match the query condition response to the reader.All 

responses are counted by the reader to be appended to the bit stream. After the query 

loops complete, the complete bit stream can be decided. 

 

Step 5. The complete bit stream is transmitted to the M2M gateway for authentication. After 

the process of efficient hashing and exact counting, the monitor data can be 

authenticated and evaluated in real time. 
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Fig. 7. The M2M architecture of Inventory Monitoring 

More details are listed in the appendix. Based on this designing mechanism, any abnormal 

situation of inventory can be monitored with instant warnings. Configuring enough RFID 

readers in the retailer, a complete real-time secure mornitoring system can be implemented by 

the following protocol while combing robust communication network and information system. 

5. Conclusions 

Applying RFID and M2M technology to develop a proper inventory control has a definite 

practical value. In this paper, we introduce the inventory record accuracy before and after 

implementing RFID-enabled adjustments to the inventory monitoring system.We overcome 

the weakness of TRP and UTRP. We have proposed a continuous monitoring scheme for 

inventory control based on RFID and M2M technology. The system structure is introduced 

and some details are discussed. Comparing with TRP and UTRP, the time complexity is listed 

in the following table. Clearly, our design is much more efficient than UTRP. According to the 

concepts mentioned above, the improvement of inventory monitoring mechanism achieves 

anti-loss, accuracy and efficiency, tag privacy, flexible tolerance, theft-prevention, practicality 

and scalability. Hopefully, it will meet the demands of the future. The inventory can be 

monitored with instant warnings. The managers can monitor, diagnose, and manage inventory 

in real time from any location at any time. It will lead to reduced costs and increase of 

inventory accuracy. The future research in RFID-enabled adjustments to the inventory 

monitoring includes further warehouse management, production line monitoring, workshop 

management, and sales monitoring to perform a integration framework of monitoring platform 

[36]. More RFID applications in various industries will be proposed as technical, privacy, and 

security issues are resolved. We hope that this paper will be helpful for anyone who is 

interested in RFID-based monitoring research, including both academic researcher and 

industry practitioner, and will help to stimulate further interest in this area. 
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Table 1. The Comparison of time complexity 

 TRP UTRP Our Scheme 

Tag 

hash 1 f 1 

xor 1 f 1 

mod 1 f 1 

count - f - 

Reader 

hash - - 1 

xor - - 1 

mod - - - 

count - - f 

Server 

hash n n*f n+1 

xor n n*f n+1 

mod n n*f n 

count - n*f f 
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Appendix 

Algorithm of UTRP method 

Algorithm of Inventory Monitoring based on M2M architecture 

Step 1. The server defines the frame size f  of the digest value and a sequence of random seeds 

1r , 2r , ..., fr . The message ( f , 1r , 2r , ..., fr ) is transmitted to the reader. 
Step 2. The reader sets another variable ff ' . According to the value f , the reader prepares a 

empty f -length bit stream. The reader broadcasts the message ( f , 1r ) to all tags. 
Step 3. Based on the message ( f , 1r ) and the tag’s counter ict = 0, each tag’s serial number isn  

can be determined according to its identification iid . 
fctridhsn iii   mod  )( 1                                          (1) 

Step 4. The reader sequentially broadcasts the query message 'ffqm  , where 0qm  to 
1f . For each loop, the following interactions will be executed: 

Step 4.1. As any tag’s serial number isn  is equal to the query message 'ffqm  , it 
responds an acknowledgement to the reader. 
If no response comes from the tags, this loop is end.  
Otherwise, the qm -th bit of the bit stream is set and the variable 'f  is updated 
as qmff ' . Then the reader broadcasts the new seed ( 'f , kr ) to the tags. 
In this situation, the never responded tags’ serial numbers should be 
re-determined. It increases the work load of each tag, the time complexity of a tag 
will be O(n) in the worst case. 

Step 4.2. The other tags which never responded should increase its own counter ict . 
1 ii ctct                                                            (2) 

According to the tag’s identification iid , counter ict  and the seed ( 'f , kr ), the 
tag’s serial number isn  is changed for the next loop. 

'  mod  )( fctridhsn ikii                                      (3) 
Step 5. After the above query loops, the complete bit stream is transmitted to the server for 

authentication. Another bit stream is generated by the server using the stock records, the 
parameters ( f  , 1r  , 2r  , ..., fr ), and the same function. Any variance between those two 
bit streams means it is inconsistency between the stock and the database records. 

Step 1. For querying the sensing information of a certain region, the M2M gateway defines the frame 
size f  of the digest value, a random seed value r  needed for hash function, and the bit 
length nu 2log  of counter. 
The message ( f , r , u ) is transmitted to the reader. 

Step 2. Upon receiving of the random number r , the reader should generate a query seed x  by its 
secret key RKey  as follows. 

)( RKeyrhx                                                           (4) 
Then the message ( f , x ) is broadcasted to all tags. 

Step 3. Based on the query seed x  and the value f , each tag’s serial number isn  can be determined 
according to its secret key iKey . 

fxKeyhsn ii   mod  )(                                                (5) 
Step 4. The reader sequentially broadcast the query message qm  from 0 to 1f . For each loop, 

the following interactions will be executed: 
Step 4.1. As any tag’s serial number isn  is equal to the query message qm , it responds an 

acknowledgement to the reader. 
Step 4.2. All responses are counted by the reader. And the counting value is appended to the 

bit stream bs . 
Step 5. After the above query loops, the complete bit stream is transmitted to the M2M gateway for 

authentication. 
auth ( f , r , u , bs , RKey , thresholdmissing _ )                           (6) 
{ 

)( RKeyrhq   
for all tags’ records in the database 
{ 
access iKey  
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 fxKeyhsn ii   mod  )(   
} 

0_ valuemissing  
for 0j  to 1f  
{ 

jsnsc i   records for thosecount  
 rc get_the_ j -th_value_from_the_ 

bitstream )1*)1(,*,(  ujujbs  
 valuemissingvaluemissing __  )( rcsc  

} 
if ( thresholdmissingvaluemissing __  )  
return MISSING_ALARM 
else 
return MISSING_PASS 
} 

By connecting to the application, the data can be accessed, evaluated, and utilized in real 
time. It means that managers can monitor, diagnose, and manage inventory from any location 
at any time. 
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